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Learning to take Responsible Risks can pay off later in life

CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT:

Preparing for Future Challenges

W

alking along our common corridor,
one cannot help but notice the eyecatching signboards hanging from
the ceiling.
These hard-to-miss Habits of Mind (HOM)
visuals are daily reminders of good learning
habits and thinking dispositions like “Listening
with Empathy and Understanding” that every
student in BBSS practises to prepare himself or
herself for future challenges.
These HOM dispositions have been the drivers
of student character development in the
school since 2003. We believe in Activity-Based
Learning in which students go through the
learning cycle of Taught, Caught and Practice.
Starting with the disposition of “Gathering Data
Through All Senses”, our Sec 1 students learn
to tap their five senses to observe the school
environment as they walk around the school
during their HOM lessons. They should be able
to describe these locations vividly to parents or
friends who have never been to that part of the
school before.
Sec 2 students hone the disposition of “Taking
Responsible Risks” through playing an exciting
game of Stacko in which they steadily pull out
blocks while still maintaining the balance of the
structure.
Every year, Sec 3 students take on a challenging
outdoor camp to strengthen their dispositions

Our Habits of Mind posters constantly remind our
students to be mindful

Our challenging outdoor camp for Sec 3 students
teaches teamwork

to “Persist” and “Think Interdependently” as
they negotiate high-obstacle courses and work
in teams to reach common goals.

HOM dispositions are practised every day – in
class, at CCA, during Values in Action (VIA)
activities and on overseas trips. They are
reflected upon frequently through platforms like
reflection logs post-activity, using the disposition
of “Thinking About Your Thinking”.

Graduating cohorts facing the challenging
national examinations would apply the
disposition of “Thinking Flexibly” and “Thinking
with Clarity and Precision” to good effect as
they prepare to demonstrate their learning at
the examinations.

Developing HOM dispositions is one of our key
approaches to achieve the school mission – Self
Directed Learners with Abundance Mentality.
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COMMUNITY YOUTH LEADERSHIP (CYL):

Leading with Abundance Mentality

Then, a group of 20 Sec 3 student leaders
trekked through the hilly areas of Hong Kong
such as the Dragon’s Back Trail (8 km) and
MacLehose Trail Stages (15 km).
The annual five-day overseas expedition builds
students’ mental and physical resilience,
and trains them to be self-disciplined and
independent while being supportive of each
other as teammates. Youth Leaders like Kah
Yu go on to lead and develop more peers as
leaders through various Values in Action (VIA)
opportunities in the school.

Hiking in the hills of Hong Kong

The trip has taught me that everyone has a part to play as a member
of the team and we are responsible for leading the whole team to the
foot of the mountain.
CHONG KAH YU, SEC 4 (2018)

Project Mi in full swing, loading rice

Another such opportunity is Project Mi: our
student leaders lead student and adult volunteers
in canvassing for, collecting and distributing rice
to needy residents in Bukit Batok and Jurong
East, as well as organisations such as the Willing
Hearts, Food Bank and the Lotus Light.

•

Mentoring peers in lower secondary
classes and guiding them to assume
leadership roles as they progress to the
upper secondary levels. These activities
help develop the disposition of “Thinking
and Communicating with Clarity”.

Through this project, ongoing for seven years,
students develop the disposition of “Listening
with Understanding and Empathy”.

•

Teachers guide students from Sec 1 to
4 during Form Teacher Guidance (FTG)
periods using lesson plans adapted from
the CCE package. Through the Strengths
Explorer Leadership Workshop, all students
discover their personal strengths and learn to
appreciate their peers’ variety of strengths.

This coupling of the YL and VIA Programmes
forms the bedrock of the school’s Community
Youth Leadership (CYL) Programme, supported
by the school in two ways:

CREATING, IMAGINING AND INNOVATING:

BBSS Radio Station

C

reated by students for students in 2017, radio presenters (DJs) from Secondary 1 to 4 host
a radio show once a week. The process enables them to apply English language skills and
acquire radio recording skills. Led by the Radio Executive Committee (REC), the student
leaders operate the station in authentic contexts. Their talents, ideas and aspirations are given the
platform to be actualised and nurtured while the student body receives a dose of knowledge and
wit whilst listening to their favourite tunes.
Radio DJs by day, BBSSians always!

OUR TEACHERS:

Sowers of Seeds for
the Future

A

nchored on the belief that every child
is unique and has innate abilities to be
developed, our teachers work towards
developing self-directed learners with an
abundance mentality.
In doing so, we have and will continue to
nurture future generations of people who will
possess the dispositions and confidence to face
the ever changing VUCA (Volatile, Uncertain,
Complex and Ambiguous) environment.
Our students appreciate their efforts, as our
alumni are only too happy to attest:

BBSS Alumni

Our alumnus currently studying
Communications & New Media, at
National University of Singapore

My formative years spent in BBSS were highly beneficial for my
personal and professional growth. Under the wings of teachers who
not only cared for our grades but also our personal development, I
developed the confidence I needed to excel in school and in life.
CHANG YEN, ALUMNUS (CLASS OF 2009)

ories

Y

outh leader Chong Kah Yu used her
disposition of “Remaining Open to
Continuous Learning” when she
reflected on the challenges faced during the
Youth Leadership Stretch Programme in 2017.
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QUALITY CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES:

Enduring 100km Ocean Paddling

E

very BBSS sea cadet experiences an
arduous 36km Mini Kayaking Expedition
(MKE) – tapping on their disposition of
“Persist” to prepare for a gruelling three-day
100km Annual Kayaking Expedition (AKE). It is
indeed a defining moment for our students as
they put to the test their weeks of training in
preparation for this expedition.
It is just one of the activities that BBSS students
do – our school is one of only 17 nationwide
with NCC (Sea) as a CCA. The unit also offers
an array of exciting activities, from kayaking
and dragon boating to overseas trips to Mount

Ophir and the International Cadet Exchange
Programme (ICEP).
Our cadets learn basic and advanced seacraft skills including Sea Proficiency, Bends
and Hitches as well as participate in exciting
competitions and expeditions such as the
gruelling Annual Kayaking Expedition (AKE).
The BBSS NCC (Sea) unit was the only
contingent to have female cadet leaders
complete the AKE in 2015. In the recently
completed AKE 2018, BBSS sent 11 cadets,
the largest contingent of all the schools taking
part.

The unit programme provides cadets the
chance to learn new skills and have fun at
the same time. This gratifying experience
has helped the unit attain the Best Unit
Competition Gold Award for seven consecutive
years (2011-2017). We also emerged as the
Overall Girls Bends and Hitches Champion in
2016 and again in 2017. In 2018, 3 out of 10
cadets selected nationwide for participating in
the Mid-Shipman Training Deployment (MSTD)
from Phuket to Singapore, were from BBSS.
Only four other schools besides BBSS have
both NCC Sea and Land units.

National Cadet Corps (Sea) - Attained Gold

Other exciting CCAs include:
Chinese Orchestra (CO)
The CO conductor, Mr Sim, has a sense of humour that draws students to CO practice sessions
every week. Tapping the disposition of “Listening with Empathy and Understanding”, this awardwinning orchestra has given many performances, including performing with the Keat Hong CO as
well as performing for public audiences at Gardens by the Bay.

Chinese Orchestra - Attained Distinction

Malay Dance
For our Malay Dance group, “Striving for Accuracy” is a disposition that each member hones every
time they take to the dance arena. The high standard of their spirited performances earned them
accolades including clinching the Distinction Award for the Singapore Youth Festival since 2011.

Malay Dance - Attained Distinction

Girls’ Brigade (GB)
One-room flat residents in Taman Jurong
celebrate Chinese New Year in their freshly
cleaned homes at the beginning of each
year, grateful that our guides and volunteers
had spruced up their homes in the weeks
before. This is one of the many enriching
and meaningful activities that develop BBSS
students in their spiritual, physical, educational
and social domains (SPES).
Through the disposition of “Thinking
Interdependently”, our GB trained hard for the
biennial Dr Low Guat Tin (LGT) Challenge to
clinch the Gold Award for 2017. Through such
dedication and efforts, it is no surprise that the
Company has attained their 11th consecutive
Company Gold Award.

Providing a holistic education for every BBSSian
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APPLIED LEARNING PROGRAMME (ALP):

Sensors, Coding and Problem Solvers!

O

ur Sec 1 students learn to build portable
devices embedded with sensors. Some
groups mount their jig onto underwater
robots to conduct water profiling of the school
pond, others use it to profile the water quality
of the school’s water coolers.
These are some exciting examples of how Sec
1 students apply the knowledge of electronic
sensors and Arduino software to real life
problems as part of their Applied Learning
Programme (ALP) in Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics (STEM).
In these activities, they “Apply Past Knowledge
to new Situations”. It becomes more exciting for
Sec 2 students when they are exposed to many
more sensors and platforms to help them solve
problems, that students themselves identify.
They have fun figuring out many possibilities
and further developing the dispositions of
“Responding with Wonderment and Awe” and
“Creating, Imagining and Innovating”.
At the upper secondary levels, students
collaborate with school partners such as Infineon
Technologies to design solutions for real-life
issues, participate in engineering competitions,
job shadowing and attend STEM-related
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School Vision
Create, Imagine & Innovate - BBSS Applied Learning
Programme (ALP)

elective modules. Through these activities, we
hope to cultivate in students the dispositions
of “Remaining Open to Continuous Learning”
and “Questioning and Problem Posing” which
would prepare them well for SkillsFuture.
Through the ALP, the school enables students to:
•

Connect academic knowledge and skills
with the real world;

•

Apply thinking skills and connect
knowledge across subject disciplines in
authentic settings; and

•

Grow in motivation as they appreciate
the relevance and value of what they are
learning in the academic curriculum.

OUR HEROES:

Responsible Risks

I

n 2008, 2nd Lieutenant Kok Khew Fai, an
alumni of BBSS, shielded a recruit from a
hand grenade blast using his body during a
Live Throw in Pulau Tekong. Fortunately, both
escaped unhurt. For this, he became the first
full-time National Serviceman to receive the
SAF Medal for Distinguished Act.

A premier school which provides quality holistic
education to every BBSSian.

How to get there
Nearest MRT Station
Bukit Batok
Bus Services
66, 157, 174, 174E, 178, 188, 506, 941, 991

Distinctive Programmes

Applied Learning Programme:
Developing Proactive Problem-Solvers through
Robot Building, Coding & Programming
Learning for Life Programme:
Serving the community through Community
Youth Leadership (CYL)

Subjects Offered

Additional Mathematics, Art, Biology,
Chemistry, Chinese, Computer Applications,
Design and Technology, Exercise and Sports
Science, Elements of Business Skills, English,
Food and Nutrition, Food and Consumer
Education, Geography, Humanities (Social
Studies, Geography), Humanities (Social
Studies, History), Higher Chinese, Literature
in English, Malay, Malay (Special Programme),
Mathematics, Music, Physics, Principles of
Accounts, Science (Physics, Chemistry), Tamil

CCAs

It was with pride that the school relates the
2LT Koh (left) was awarded the Medal for protecting
HOM disposition of “Taking Responsible Risks”
a recruit from an exploding grenade
to what he said of his brave act:
“I do not feel that my actions that day were extraordinary… It is our responsibility…to take care of
the safety of our trainees, they are our responsibility, so we take charge of them.”

PERSISTING:

Asean School Games Champ Inspires

M

r Veeramani s/o Chidambaram, exNational runner and coach in the
Singapore Athletics Association, was a
first batch BBSSian and alumni.
In 1994, he represented Singapore and
emerged as champion for the 800m race at
the ASEAN Schools Games. He is currently
a Physical Education Lecturer at ITE College
Central. What better way to honour his feat
than to invite him as Guest-of-Honour for
Sports Day?

Mr Veeramani with a group of enthusiastic fans!

AT A GLANCE

Physical Sports:
Air Rifle, Badminton, Basketball (Boys), Cross
Country, Rugby (Boys), Softball (Girls)
Uniformed Groups:
Boys’ Brigade, Girls’ Brigade, NCC (Land) (Boys),
NCC (Sea), NPCC
Visual and Performing Arts:
Band, Chinese Orchestra, ELDDS, Malay Dance,
Modern Dance, Show Choir
Clubs and Societies:
Media Club, PA Club
Aggregate Range:
Express: 223 - 253
Normal (Academic) : 172 - 198
Normal (Technical) : 127 - 159

